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Striking Out: How the MLB’s Baseball Academies Interfere with Children’s Human Rights in the Dominican Republic

by Crystal Nieves Murphy*

I. Introduction

Major League Baseball (MLB) has recently included a large number of foreign-born players in the league. Specifically, many of these players are from the Dominican Republic, with Dominican players making up more than ten percent of active players on MLB Team rosters across the league. This large number of Dominican baseball players in the MLB comes from a culture of scouting talent at a young age and the creation of baseball academies in Latin America as a whole. Currently, all thirty MLB teams have a baseball academy in the Dominican Republic where each team develops young teenagers talented at baseball.

While the MLB, through its intent to develop Dominican talent, has entrenched itself as a juggernaut in the Dominican economy by spending more than half a billion dollars on Dominican baseball academies, staff, and players, it has also led to Dominican boys dropping out of school. Players between ages twelve and fourteen regularly drop out of school to concentrate on baseball with the hope of entering an academy. Many of them believe they will be able to make a living from the sport, when in reality only two percent of them will be able to do so. Dropping out of schools also has a direct correlation with higher HIV rates, teen paternity, criminal convictions, and future unemployment in the Dominican Republic.

The MLB consistently makes “unofficial” agreements with children as young as twelve, which can cause them to drop out of school as they have no incentive to continue traditional schooling. Furthermore, the MLB repealed regulations that previously would not allow boys to enter a team baseball academy facility until the players to increase the number of Dominican players in the MLB).
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age of sixteen. While a Dominican player still cannot officially sign a deal before they turn sixteen, regulations now allow for players to enter a team facility for a limited amount of time from as early as fourteen. After this time, a player can spend up to fifteen days in a baseball team’s facility every ninety days once a player is six and twelve months away from eligibility. At the age fifteen-and-a-half, players can then spend fifteen total days every forty-five days at a facility.

This practice of scouting at such a young age is a direct violation of the requirements of the United Nations, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, and the Dominican Republic, which all state that a child has a right to an education and economic safety. This article will explore how the MLB uses its Dominican Baseball Academies to exploit children for their labor, interfere with childrens’ right to education, and create a physically unhealthy and unsafe financial environment for young Dominican boys.

II. Legal Background

A. The Dominican Republic’s Deference to A Child’s Right to Education

The Dominican Republic has more safeguards for a child’s right to education than the United States. This is important as despite the MLB being United States corporation, it must also follow the Dominican Republic’s rules. Both the Dominican Republic and the United States have adopted and ratified the United Nation’s Declaration on the Rights of the Child (the Declaration). The Declaration states that children must receive a free and compulsory education; a child shall have protection against exploitation; a child shall not have employment before an appropriate age; and a child cannot enter an occupation which could affect their health. The MLB, by allowing teams to host baseball academies, is indirectly influencing boys to drop out of traditional schools; these baseball academies are not proper substitutions for a traditional education as the only provide English classes and American Culture courses. This is in direct contention with the Declaration, which pertain to a child’s right to education. The Dominican Republic has also ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (“the Convention”) stipulating that a state must act with the best interest of a child in mind and take action to promote regular attendance at school, this Convention gives further protections to children than the Declaration.

B. Dominican Republic’s Domestic Obligation to Protect a Child’s Right to Education

In Yeon & Bosico v. Dominican Republic, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (the Court) held that the Dominican Republic must uphold its promise of guaranteed access to free primary education. As part of the Court, the Dominican Republic must follow its decisions. The Court states that the Dominican Republic must follow Article 19 of the American Convention on the Right of the Child. It also must follow the protocol within the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights by ensuring conditions that will allow its children “full intellectual development.” Additionally, legislation in the Dominican Republic also protects
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a child’s right to education. Specifically, Law 136-03 protects the right to basic education, adopts methods to prevent students from dropping out of schools, and mandates orientations regarding professional careers.

II. Legal Analysis

A. The Ramifications of a Lack of Regulations

A player can sign a deal with a team per MLB bylaws once they turn sixteen. While that age does not currently contradict Law 136-03’s prohibition of children working under the age of fourteen, that may soon change. There is pending litigation from two baseball players who at 14, below the signing age of 16, entered into verbal contracts with the Los Angeles Angels, who are now allegedly in breach of those verbal contracts. The two players are asking the Dominican Republic to recognize these verbal agreements as valid contracts. If these two players prevail, the MLB may be in violation of Law 136-03, and may face consequences in the Dominican Republic. The case demonstrates the level of exploitation young players face as they receive promises of millions of dollars only for teams to renege and leave them without an education.

Even if a team does stand by its original contract, many families become indebted to scouts or trainers who prey upon boys’ dreams of being a baseball player and then take a hefty amount of the player’s signing amount. As a result, scouts begin to look for talented kids aged eleven to fourteen. The MLB does not verify these scouts’ credentials. Moreover, the scouting system is incredibly unregulated, allowing scouts to charge exploitative fees up to 50 percent of a player’s bonus. These scouts appear to prioritize profit, even influencing players to take steroids and painkillers to get a competitive advantage. Often when a player tests positive for a banned substance, the player states that they only took it because their trainer provided it. This is in direct violation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of the Child as it bans children from working jobs that might adversely affect a child’s health. This system as it stands violates the children’s international and domestic legal rights.

III. Recommendations

One possible remedy to this issue is the implementation of an international draft. This is something that the MLB has repeatedly investigated, but the MLB Players Association has been reluctant to implement. Instead of Dominican players being evaluated in high school or college games, evaluations could be done through combines and showcases where a player’s skills would be adjudicated in drills and simulated games by MLB-hired scouts. The international draft would allow children to stay in school while incentivizing the MLB to build resources for the child’s right to education. Specifically, Law 136-03 protects the right to basic education, adopts methods to prevent students from dropping out of schools, and mandates orientations regarding professional careers.
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and jobs in the Dominican Republic and other Latin American countries to scale up combines and show-cases for players around the globe. An international draft that mimics the MLB’s draft in the United States would allow for Latin American players to receive bonuses similar to those received by domestic players, which has not been seen before.

Another option is to change the MLB’s current scouting rules. The MLB would institute a rule saying teams cannot have any contact with a player before the age of fifteen. For example, after the age of fifteen, the players can attend baseball academies, but the academies must also provide a traditional education. This would be an education on par with what a player would receive if they went to a traditional school, meaning teams would need to teach more than just English and American culture classes. There must also be systems in place to combat unqualified individuals from becoming trainers or scouts, like the implementation of a scout registration system that includes a background check.

IV. Conclusion

Players from the Dominican Republic will always be a part of the MLB. There needs to be safeguards put in place to stop these human rights violations and allow for players to continue their schooling and pursue a career in baseball without being exploited. Both the Dominican Republic and the MLB are failing to protect Dominican boys by not abiding by the laws they are subject to. Without change, the exploitation of young boys will continue, leading those boys to lose out on an education in favor of following a dream that many will not achieve.
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